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O

ffered to pathology residents and cytopathology fellows, the Progressive Evaluation of
Competency (PEC) is designed to track the progress of these professionals through the year
and gauge their overall competency as they begin their careers in cytopathology. The PEC
program is available to Program Directors who are current ASC members. The ASC is excited to help
the future of cytopathology by developing this comprehensive program to ready the next generation
of Cytopathology professionals.
n
PEC for Cytopathology Fellows: The 2010-2011 Pre-Exam is scheduled for July 12-26, 2010.
PEC for Pathology Residents: The 2010-2011 Pre-Exams are open on the 1st-7th of every month. The
Post-Exams are open on the 23rd-30th of every month.

The ASC Foundation
President’s Report
Dorothy L. Rosenthal, M.D., Foundation President
Baltimore, Maryland

ASC Foundation Board Launches Legacy Fund
timulated by a generous gift from Dr. Leopold Koss to endow a lectureship in his honor, the
American Society of Cytopathology (ASC) Foundation has created the ASC Legacy Fund.
This fund endows a lectureship to honor Dr. Koss for his long involvement in cytopathology
research, teaching and patient care, and his many contributions to the ASC. Everyone who is practicing
in the field of cytopathology has been touched directly or indirectly by Dr. Koss. His fellows, who
have gained immensely from his inspired teaching, wisdom, mentoring and steadfast dedication to
furthering excellence in the practice of cytopathology, can be found around the world. His texts have
evolved from a modest one volume book to an encyclopedic two volume 5th edition, which has been
translated by some of his disciples into Mandarin Chinese.
As Dr. Koss approaches his 90th birthday, he is still going to work at Montefiore Hospital to
interact with the residents, fellows and staff to teach and to learn. He is the ultimate role model. He
holds name recognition not only among practicing cytopathologists and surgical pathologists, but
among clinicians in a variety of specialties, thus raising awareness and credibility for our field.
I ask that you join me to endow this very special lectureship to honor Dr. Koss for his seminal
contributions to our discipline. The ASC Foundation hopes to raise a minimum of $250,000 to
insure the fund a permanent endowment. The lecture will be presented annually at the ASC Annual
Scientific Meeting by a prominent icon in the medical field who shares a dedication and commitment
to furthering humanities.
n

S
Dorothy L. Rosenthal, M.D.
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Support the ASC Legacy Fund
The American Society of Cytopathology Foundation is pleased to introduce the
ASC Legacy Fund, a new lectureship in honor of Dr. Leopold Koss. This lectureship
recognizes the significant contributions Dr. Koss has made to cytopathology research,
teaching and patient care.
The Leopold Koss Lectureship will be presented each year at the ASC Annual Scientific Meeting
by a prominent icon in the medical field who shares a dedication and commitment to furthering
humanities. The ASC Foundation is currently seeking contributions to insure a permanent
endowment for the Leopold Koss Lectureship.

Leopold G. Koss, M.D.
Founding Contributor, ASC Legacy Fund

DONOR LEVELS

All donors will be recognized for their contributions.

$5,000 or higher

$500 to $999

• Listed as an ASC Legacy Fund contributor
• Receive a copy of Dr. Koss’ video Demystifying Urothelial Cytodiagnosis
• Supporter Ribbon to wear during the ASC Annual Scientific Meeting
• Autographed photograph of Dr. Koss
• Autographed text book by Dr. Koss

• Listed as an ASC Legacy Fund contributor
• Receive a copy of Dr. Koss’ video Demystifying Urothelial Cytodiagnosis

$1,000 - $4,999
• Listed as an ASC Legacy Fund contributor
• Receive a copy of Dr. Koss’ video Demystifying Urothelial Cytodiagnosis
• Supporter ribbon to wear during the ASC Annual Scientific Meeting
• Autographed photograph of Dr. Koss

• Supporter ribbon to wear during the ASC Annual Scientific Meeting

Up to $499
• Listed as an ASC Legacy Fund contributor
• Supporter ribbon to wear during the ASC Annual Scientific Meeting

Donate now to the Leopold Koss Legacy Fund
Online at cytopathology.org or call the ASC National Office at (302) 543-6583
All donors will be recognized for their contributions.
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